Vigilante Accomplice Solution
How is your organization protecting itself
against sophisticated cyberattacks that result in
damaging breaches and incidents? Vigilante’s
Operative Intelligence Team is positioned to help.
We offer comprehensive cyber threat intelligence solutions
and services to increase your security posture and protect
your corporate assets.
Vigilante introduces Vigilante Accomplice, an introductory
limited version of our award-winning advanced threat
intelligence solution developed for SMBs/SMEs. Vigilante
Accomplice delivers context-rich, actionable threat intelligence
to protect network assets and mitigate risk.

Vigilante Accomplice
represents a cost-effective
opportunity for any client to
add an affordable cyber threat
intelligence platform to its
arsenal of protective services.

By increasing your awareness of vulnerable assets,
malicious activity, employee credentials and pre-emptive
threat actor communication, Vigilante Accomplice increases
your security posture, mitigates risk and enables your
ability to thwart attacks, protecting your reputation and
financial vitality. In the event that more advanced services
are required, Vigilante’s team of researchers and cyber
threat intelligence experts can then be leveraged.
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Vigilante Accomplice incorporates the following advanced threat intelligence features:

Network Intelligence

eCrime Intelligence

Risk Intelligence

Infected Host Intelligence

Forum Posts

Compromised Credentials

A comprehensive database with
observed historical and contextual
threat related data that identifies
malicious or potentially malicious
IP addresses and domains, source
geo locations, proxies, CnC server
data, malware signatures and other
pertinent information with automated
notifications of infected hosts based
on customized subnet ranges. An API
is available for seamless integration
into the most popular SIEMs.

A detailed collection of dark/closed
posts, messages and chatter through
the Vigilante secure portal. Search
functionality by keyword, URL
and other client-specific criteria
in real-time.

Possessing the largest database (over
2 billion) of compromised credentials,
Vigilante Risk Intelligence helps to
prevent network intrusion and data
exfiltration. Security administrators
can proactively alert, suspend and
reset active user accounts and
passwords, and/or ensure that
compromised closed accounts are
truly inactive before malicious
activity takes place.

Threat Actor Database
Provides access to threat actor
attributes, aliases and historical data
of malicious activity.

Botnet

Social Media

Vulnerable Host Intelligence

Leveraging the power of social media,
our twitter feed specifically tracks bad
actors, their posts and movement.
By utilizing real-time information,
companies can initiate pre-emptive
countermeasures for increased
security posture against attacks.

A scan of the publicly facing IP space
of an organization to identify open
ports, existing vulnerabilities and
misconfiguration that may exist and
be leveraged by threat actors. This
allows a client to take defensive
measures to further limit exposure
in a pre-emptive manner.

Additional features, professional services, research and investigative support may be available.
Please contact Vigilante for additional information.

Specifications
Annual and multi-year subscriptionbased Web portal
Subscription levels may be
upgraded at any time (contact us for
upgrade pricing)

API available for SIEM
integration (contact us for
more information)

Intelligence Updates

Browser Support
• Latest versions of: Chrome,
Opera, Firefox, and Safari

Vigilante monitors active infections
and historical botnet logs to identify
sessions in which infected devices
have accessed internal or client
specific assets. Monitoring may
be based on domain or URL, and
sessions can include a wide array
of data elements. When devices
are infected with formgrabber or
keylogging malware, user data,
personal information and transaction
data can all be exposed, or accounts
may be at risk for take-over activity.
The challenge with these infections
is that simply changing passwords
will not remove the infection from the
device and does not solve the root
problem. These specific accounts
should be suspended until the user
device has been cleansed and
malware removed.

• IE 11.x

Articles of general IT Security
interest as well as trending topics are
compiled by Vigilante’s elite research
team. URL links provide easy access
to articles and posts.

Vigilante Accomplice

Vigilante Operative

Advanced Intelligence

Unavailable

Full Access

Financial Fraud Intelligence

Unavailable

Full Access

Risk Intelligence

Full Database Search Compatibility
Up to 10 Pre-configured Domains (Compromised Credentials)

Full Access

Network Intelligence

Client-specific Alerts – Up To 10 Subnets Preconfigured
(IP/Domain Monitoring,) Client-specific Alerts Based On
Preconfigured Subnet Ranges (Vulnerability Intelligence)

Full Access

eCrime Intelligence

Access To All Forums, Real-time Alerts With 25
Pre-configured Keywords

Full Access

Elastic Search

No

Yes

